Submission to the NSW Independent Planning Commission
The Russel Vale Underground Expansion Project (MP09_0013)
Summary of the Key Reasons for Objection and Proposed Solutions
1.

Wollongong Coal’s Weak Financial Position and High Financial Risk: The proposed
development appears to carry very high financial risk for Wollongong Coal Limited (WCL), its
owners and creditors, and potentially the Australian taxpayer. A poor financial outcome for
the project may lead to WCL being unable or unwilling to undertake the protection and
rehabilitation of environmental, heritage and other factors as required by the Development
Consent (Appendix J- Recommended Conditions)
(https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/project/39666).
Recommendation: This problem can be resolved by including a development approval
condition that sufficient funds are deposited, and held in a trust fund, by WCL for the specific
purpose of ensuring compliance with all development conditions, and in particular the
required environmental rehabilitation conditions. The trust fund deposit amount would be
determined by an independent authority. A substantial amount of $100m to $150m may be
required to be held in this trust.

2.

Taxation Review of Wollongong Coal’s Transfer Pricing Arrangements: Australian taxation
law has rigorous requirements around the taxation of international transactions with related
parties. WCL has two sets of financially material international transactions that are likely to
be impacted by these taxation requirements. Firstly, WCL has significant existing loans, in
excess of $1 billion, mostly from related parties overseas. Secondly, if the Russel Vale
expansion goes ahead, then the major customers for the coal will be related overseas parties.
The taxation laws are complex with strict documentation and compliance requirements. It
would be very easy for WCL to become non-compliant with these tax laws, either through
error, oversight or by design, with the resulting possibility of significant losses accruing to
Australian taxpayers. Notes contained in the WCL Financial Statement as at 31 March 2020
indicate clearly that transfer pricing tax laws have already been violated.
Recommendation: This problem can be resolved by including a development condition that
the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) is specifically alerted to the current and future planned
operations of WCL. The ATO would then be in a position to undertake a review at their own
discretion.

3.

Public Access to the Lower Escarpment Trail: The mine site sits in the middle of two Illawarra
Escarpment State Conservation Areas that are joined together by the ‘Lower Escarpment
Trail’. This widely recognised trail has, up until recently, been regularly used by walkers, trail
runners, bird watchers, bike riders, scout groups, horse riders etc. The ‘Lower Escarpment
Trail’ is not near to the mine’s pit top area in Russel Vale. WCL has recently erected signs
prohibiting public access to their section of the ‘Lower Escarpment Trail’ thereby severing the
public access links between the northern and southern Illawarra State Conservation Areas.
Recommendation: This problem can be resolved by including a development condition that
WCL grant public access to the full length of the Lower Escarpment Trail, from Bulli to
Balgownie. Public safety can be maintained installing a physical barrier, such as a fence and
signage, to prevent public access to the mine’s pit top areas.
The NSW NPWS should also be engaged to formulate a formal public usage agreement
between WCL and NSW NPWS. This would be consistent with the NSW NPWS Plan of
Management for the Illawarra Escarpment State Conservation Area (2018).
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Detailed Discussions of the Key Reasons for Objection and Proposed Solutions
1. Wollongong Coal’s Weak Financial Position and High Financial Risk
a) WCL’s current financial position is very weak. The balance sheet as at 31 March 2020
shows that the company’s liabilities exceed its assets by $687m. Net borrowings ($1,065m)
far exceed total assets ($465m). The company also has very little cash ($7m). In order to
fund the planned mine expansion, it will probably require further significant cash inputs
from existing or new loan facilities and/or increased equity from investors. The mine
expansion will, at least initially, lead to a further significant erosion of financial health of
WCL. (http://wollongongcoal.com.au/annual-report/) (2020 Statement of Financial
Position, page 41).
b) The weak financial position means that WCL would less able to mitigate future financial
risks and this may lead to increased risk to environmental, heritage and other areas.
c) The Financial Liability Maturity Analysis (2020 Annual Report, note 24, page 81) indicates
that 100% of the loan obligations are contractually due within 1 year. While these loans
are expected to be ‘rolled over’, this is not assured. If the loans are not continued for
many years, there is a risk that WCL would immediately become insolvent. No loans have
been provided to WCL by any Australian banks, possibly because they have, or could be
expected to have, assessed the project as being too risky to finance.
d) WCL does have a limited amount of money already placed in trust funds, but this would
cover only a small portion of the total costs required for site rehabilitation. Security
deposits of only $11.146m are disclosed in the annual accounts (WCL 2020 Annual report
Note 16, page 74). “These Security deposits are primarily in respect of the Group's
rehabilitation obligations relating to its two Collieries as well as in respect of various legal
judgements which required the Group to make deposits to its legal representative’s trust
account”.
e) The Long-Term Provisions of WCL include provisions of $40.198m. “The provision
represents the value of estimated costs required to rehabilitate and restore disturbed areas
of land to their original condition (for Russell Vale Colliery and Wongawilli Colliery) in
accordance with their environmental and legal obligations following the completion of
mining activities”. (WCL 2020 Annual Report Note 19, page 100).
f) The WCL 2020 Annual Report states that: “Given the nature of this provision, there is a high
degree of uncertainty about the timing and amount of future cash outflows.” (WCL 2020
Annual Report Note 19, page 100).
g) In the event that WCL becomes insolvent there would be a high probability that these
accounting provisions would be written off, leaving no funding for site rehabilitation and
restoration.
h) There appears to be a large discrepancy between the stated Russel Vale mine life in the
WCL 2020 Annual Report (27 years) (WCL 2020 Annual Report Note 6, Impairment of
Assets, Page 63) compared to the Planning Consent limitation of 5 years. (Para A8, page 6
of Approval Conditions) (“Mining operations may be carried out on the site for a period of 5
years from the date of commencement of mining operations, unless otherwise agreed by
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the Planning Secretary”). This indicates that WCL intends to operate the mine for several
decades to come.
i) WCL have stated that their: “Revised Project, which if approved, will provide the company
with 5 years of mining to facilitate further exploration and planning processes.”
(http://wollongongcoal.com.au/latest-news/ links to Project Information Sheet).
j) The estimated Run-of-Mine (ROM) coal contained within the Russel Vale Colliery is stated
as 61.54 mT (WCL 2020 Annual report). If coal extraction continued to be limited to 1mT
ROM per year following the expiry of the initial 5-year approval time period, then the mine
life would be extended to 61 years.
k) Mining operations at Russel Vale Colliery do not appear to be large enough to support the
funding required. The mine is restricted to a maximum output of 1 million tonnes of ROM
coal to be processed in any calendar year (Para A10 page 6 of Approval Conditions). WCL
have stated that they expect total resource recovery over the 5-year approved period to be
“Approximately 3.7 Mt ROM coal” (http://wollongongcoal.com.au/latest-news/ links to
Project Information Sheet).
l) The estimated ‘average operating cost of production’ at Russel Vale Colliery is $97/tonne.
The estimated long-term coking coal sales price is USD141/t, which equates to a selling
price of AUD201/t using the long-term AUD/USD exchange rate of 0.7. The pricing
discount to benchmark is also estimated at 23.5% for the Russel Vale Colliery (Annual
Report, Note 6, Impairment of Assets, page 63).
This means that the estimated long-term profit margin on coal sales from Russel Vale
Colliery would be $104/t ($201/t less $97/t), with no allowance for other costs such as
supply chain costs, and no allowance for the pricing discount to benchmark. Given that the
maximum output allowed is 1 million tonnes of ROM coal, then the maximum expected
long-term profit would be $104m per year. This is before allowing for the discount to
benchmark and other costs not included in the published ‘average operating cost of
production’. This amount must also be assessed in comparison to the existing net debt of
$1,065m and annual interest payments of $40.8m (2020 year). In these circumstances it
would be reasonable to expect at least 15 to 20 years of operating profit would be required
to even pay back the current outstanding debt.
Clearly at this rate of return the mine must operate for substantially more than 5 years to
be financially viable.
m) The mining operation is also exposed to a variety of significant ongoing financial risks,
some of which are identified in the WCL 2020 Annual Report (Note 24 page 84).
• Exchange rate risk – loans and revenue from coal sales are both in USD.
• Interest Rate Risk – the high value of loans makes the company exposed to higher
interest rates.
• Price Risk – WCL is exposed to the international price of coal. A worldwide downturn in
demand for coal would drive down prices and negatively impact results.
• Production Cost Risk – if production costs are higher than expected.
• Climate Change risk – the mining operation needs to continue for many decades to be
financially viable. There is almost no doubt that demand for coal will be substantially
reduced during this time period as world economies move toward renewable energy
sources, zero carbon emissions and ‘green’ steel production.
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n) Any or all of these risks may materialise for WCL. The company’s poor financial health,
large level of indebtedness and relatively modest net income means that they would be at
risk of insolvency if the risks occurred to a material extent or for an extended period of
time. These risks will generally tend to increase over time.
o) The directors of WCL have stated:
• “The Directors consider the consolidated entity to be a going concern and will be able
to meet its debts and obligations as they fall due. Notwithstanding the above, if one or
more of the planned measures do not eventuate or are not resolved in the consolidated
entity’s favour, then in the opinion of the directors, there will be significant uncertainty
regarding the ability of the consolidated entity to continue as a going concern and
pay its debts and obligations as and when they become due and payable.” (WCL 2020
Annual Report Note 2(b) Page 48).
• Whilst this statement does not relate directly to the financial risks identified above, it is
a clear recognition by the WCL directors that the company does not have the ability to
mitigate many of its risks.
p) The expectation of an extended mine life of between 27 to 60 years means that the mine is
highly exposed to climate change risks. There is a very high probability that both coking
and thermal coal will be phased out of use during this period due to technological
advances in response to climate change.
For example, the Australian Government has recently targeted ‘low carbon steel’ as a
priority technology to attract potentially significant taxpayer funding (Low carbon steel
uses hydrogen instead of coal to strip the oxygen out of iron ore).
In September 2020, Sweden began operations at a new pilot green steel plant, with the
objective of enabling the Swedish steel industry to be entirely coal free within 20 years.
In June 2020 Mr Sanjeev Gupta announced a refurbishment plan for the Whyalla
Steelworks in South Australia that will replace metallurgical coal with hydrogen in the
steelmaking process.
The RBA governor Philip Lowe warned in February 2020 that climate change would have a
“profound” impact and he encouraged the government to protect the country from a
warming environment.
As worldwide ‘decarbonisation’ progresses, the price of coal will approach zero and the
WCL assets would become ‘stranded assets’ with little or no market value. If this occurs
WCL may be unable or unwilling to pay for site maintenance and rehabilitation.
q) The mitigation strategy outlined below needs to be assessed with reference to the value of
the coal resource that is expected to be mined. WCL estimates that “Total run-of-mine
(ROM) production over the expected mine life, 59.41 MT (Wongawilli Colliery), 61.54 MT
(Russell Vale Colliery)” (WCL 2020 annual report, note 6, page 63). This equates to roughly
$12.3 billion of coal contained in the Russel Vale mine and $11.9 billion of coal contained in
the Wongawilli mine (based on WCL’s stated long term coking coal price of USD141/t).
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Recommended Actions to Mitigate Financial and Rehabilitation Risks:
a) The extremely weak financial status of WCL and the ongoing high degree of future financial
and climate change risks means that if WCL were to become insolvent there would likely
not be sufficient funds to remediate and repair the site. WCL would require both the
willingness to conduct remediation and the funds to pay for them.
This risk should be mitigated by a condition of Development Approval that WCL maintain a
trust fund with enough value to ensure that all agreed Development conditions are met.
The amount maintained in the trust fund should be significantly higher than the combined
value of current security deposits ($11m) and the long-term accounting provision for site
restoration ($40m). The value should be higher due to the high level of uncertainty
regarding the extent of any existing and future damage and the cost to rectify.
Furthermore, it is likely that the current provisions have been established using the lower
level of cost estimates. The value of the trust fund should be determined by an
independent authority.
b) It is recommended that sufficient funds be deposited into a trust fund to be used
specifically to mitigate rehabilitation risks associated with the Russel Vale Underground
Expansion project. This is expected to be in the magnitude of $100M to $150M and
roughly equate to 2 to 3 times the existing level of total security deposit and accounting
provision. The exact amount required for the trust fund is to be determined by an
independent authority. This requirement would become a part of the condition of
approval for the project. An amount of $100M would be equivalent to around 0.8% of the
$12.3 B of expected value of coal contained in the Russel Vale mine.
c) The deposits held in trust by WCL would remain the property of WCL, with all interest
earnings from the fund being retained in the fund for the benefit of WCL. Money left over
after the completion of site rehabilitation would be returned to WCL.
d) An alternative, but less attractive, solution may be to require that an irrevocable guarantee
contract be required from the Parent Company of WCL to ensure that site rehabilitation
will be conducted in accordance with the approval conditions for the Russel Vale Mine
Expansion Project. This solution is inferior to trust fund as it would require the Parent
Company to be able and willing to fund the rehabilitation in future years, perhaps in
decades to come.
2. Taxation Review of Wollongong Coal’s Transfer Pricing Arrangements:
Australian taxation law has rigorous requirements around the taxation of international
transactions with related parties. WCL has two sets of international transactions that are likely to
be impacted by these taxation requirements. Firstly, WCL has significant existing loans, in excess
of $1 billion, mostly from related parties overseas. Secondly, if the Russel Vale expansion goes
ahead then the major customers for the coal will be related overseas parties. The taxation laws
are complex with strict documentation and compliance requirements. It would be very easy for
WCL to become non-compliant with these tax laws, either through error, oversight or by design,
with the resulting possibility of significant losses accruing to Australian taxpayers. Notes
contained in the WCL Limited Financial Statement as at 31 March 2020 indicate clearly that
transfer pricing tax laws have already been violated.
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Significant Loans from Related Overseas Entities
The Wollongong Coal Limited Annual report for the year ending 31 March 2020 contains notes on
‘Related Party Transactions’ that identify loans from related entities.
“Loans have been received from the Group's parent entity and an associate entity. Repayment
terms are set for each loan as follows:
• The JSPML and JSPAL working capital facilities are unsecured, interest free, and repayable
on demand in cash
• The JSPAL term loan facility is secured, is repayable in 26 unequal quarterly instalments
starting from 30 June 2018 and attracts interest at LIBOR plus 3%.” (Extract from
Wollongong Coal Limited Annual Report 2020 page 91).
WCL’s Loan balances as at 31 March 2020 were:
Loans - working capital from parent entity (JSPML) Loans - working capital from associate entity (JSPAL) Loans - Term loan facility (JSPAL) -

$456,806
$ 38,376
$571,335

It would appear that the working capital loans from JSPML and JSPAL are not compliant with
Australian Tax Law as they are unsecured and at NIL interest. Clearly these transactions could
not be considered as being ‘at arm’s length’.
Transfer Pricing on Sales of Coal to Associated Entities
• “Russel Vale Colliery produces high quality hard coking coal, a product that can help meet
the expanding demand for metallurgical coal globally, where it is used for the production
of steel” (WCL Project Information Sheet – page 3).
• WCL has used the following pricing assumptions in the 2020 Financial Statements (Note 6
page 63):
Key assumption
Long term coking coal price of US$141 / T real
dollars (2019:US$132 / T real dollars)
Pricing discount to benchmark, 29.5%
(Wongawilli Colliery),23.5% (Russell Vale
Colliery) ((2019: 29.5% (Wongawilli Colliery),
22.2% (Russell Vale Colliery))
Long term foreign exchange rate (AUD/USD) of
$0.70 (2019:$0.71)

•
•

•
•
•

Basis for determining value(s) assigned to key
assumption
Determined based on publicly available longterm pricing forecasts.
Determined in accordance with management's
past experience, except for improvements
relating the installation of an on-site washing
plant and variances in the expected grade of
mineable seams. Management believes these
improvements are reasonably achievable
Consistent with external sources of
information.

The question arises as to why WCL expects to apply a 23.5% pricing discount to its sales of
coal when the coal is recognised as being “high quality”?
Most of the coal sales will be made to overseas related parties and there is significant
potential for inadequate transfer pricing and subsequent non-compliance with Australian
Tax Law.
The AUD long term coking coal price is estimated at AUD201/t.
Annual revenues for 1Mt of ROM coal sales would be AUD$201M based on the long-term
coking coal price, before pricing discount.
The pricing discount would be $47.3M per year based on a discount of 23.5%.
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Recommendations:
It is recommended that the loan arrangements for WCL should be scrutinised by the Australian
Tax Office (ATO).
It is recommended that the transfer pricing arrangements for WCL’s sales to related entities
should be scrutinised by the ATO.

3.

Public Access to the Lower Escarpment Trail
a) The Russel Vale Coal mine site sits between two Illawarra Escarpment State Conservation
Areas that are joined together by the ‘Lower Escarpment Trail’. This widely recognised trail
has, up until recently, been regularly used by walkers, trail runners, bird watchers, bike
riders, scout groups, horse riders etc. The ‘Lower Escarpment Trail’ is not near to the
mine’s pit top area in Russel Vale. WCL has recently erected signs prohibiting public access
to their section of the ‘Lower Escarpment Trail’ thereby severing the public access links
between the northern and southern Illawarra Escarpment State Conservation Areas.
b) The solution to obtaining public access to the Lower Escarpment Trail would require that
public safety and mine security is ensured and that an agreement for public access
between WCL and NSW NPWS is negotiated. Both of these requirements appear to be
relatively easy to resolve and I have included a suggested solution below.
c) WCL is required under the development approval conditions to maintain fire trails,
including the ‘Lower Escarpment Trail’ for access by firefighters. Under the conditions
access roads, fire trails and other public infrastructure must have their service ability
maintained.
d) The Lower Escarpment trail has been used extensively by local residents and visitors to the
area. Indigenous people would have likely used a similar route for thousands of years.
Analysis of Strava heatmaps, depicted on the next two pages, give some indication of the
high level of recent community usage of the area.
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Lower Escarpment Trail

Heatmap 1: Current Usage from Strava, Wombarra to Woonona blue lines indicate traffic level
recorded by Strava – Lower Escarpment shown from Bulli Pass to Woonona.
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Lower Escarpment Trail

Brokers Nose

Heatmap 2: Current Usage from Strava: Woonona to Mt Kembla and Brokers Nose blue lines indicate
traffic level recorded by Strava – Lower Escarpment shown from Woonona to Tarrawanna and Brokers
Nose.
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e) References to the Lower Escarpment Trail on websites like ‘Alltrails.com’ advertise a
complete, continuous walking trail from Bulli Pass to Brokers Nose via the Lower
Escarpment Trail.
f) There is no reference to the public use of the Lower Escarpment Trail published in the
survey of residents made by WCL in their Project Information Sheet No2 May 2019. This
implies that no responses on the matter were sought by WCL at the time of the survey.
g) I am aware of a recent petition that now has in excess of 1,000 local residents who have
requested public access to the Lower Escarpment Trail. This is clear evidence of a strong
desire for the public to be given access to the existing forest trails and tracks, obviously
excluding the pit-top areas.
h) The revised mine design is based on a non-caving first workings mining system that will
result in negligible subsidence. This change significantly reduces the potential impact of
subsidence related mining impacts on the trails within the area. As a result, there should
be no change to the safety and security factors in the future, following commencement of
the mine expansion project.
i) The concept of a continuous walking trail along the length of the Illawarra escarpment has
been under consideration by NSW NPWS for many years. In 2018 the NSW NPWS published
a ‘Plan of Management for the Illawarra Escarpment State Conservation Area’. In this plan
the NSW NPWS states: “There are two main aims for the walking track network in the park:
to create a continuous walking link along the escarpment in conjunction with other land
tenures, and to provide a variety of lengths and grades of track, including some loop walks”
(page 24).
“In order to identify a continuous and integrated network of tracks, Illawarra Escarpment
State Conservation Area Master Plan for Walking Tracks and Associated Facilities (Epacris
Environmental Consultants 2006) was prepared with community input. It provides for a
walking route along the length of the escarpment between Royal National Park and Mount
Kembla, and a range of short and medium length loop walks. Most of the proposed tracks
follow existing informal routes. Upgrading priority tracks is progressively being undertaken
and new tracks will be developed as resources become available” (page 24).
j) “The existing and proposed track network uses management trails and other links to
integrate with roads, public transport, parking and food outlets located outside the park.
Partnerships with Wollongong City Council and other stakeholders will be necessary to
integrate facilities on adjoining lands and to provide walkers with track-head information.”
(page 25).
k) Given the emotional attachment of many walkers and runners to the beauty of the Lower
Escarpment Trail, it is likely that may people will simply ignore the “Trespassing Prohibited”
signage and continue to use the trail. WCL would then be faced with the un-enviable
choice of either ignoring the trespassers, warning them or prosecuting them. An ongoing
series of warnings and prosecutions being published in the press and social media would
not be a desired goal for WCL due to the financial cost and reputational damage that would
be incurred.
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l) It would be far better for WCL to welcome the public to continue to use existing designated
walking trails through the beautiful forest of the escarpment. Public access to pit-top areas
would still be excluded. This could be something that WCL could be proud of and would
potentially enhance strong favourable public relations for them.
Recommendations:
The public access problem can be resolved by including a development condition that WCL grant
public access to the full length of the Lower Escarpment Trail, from Bulli to Tarrawanna, and up
to Brokers Nose. Public safety and mine security can be maintained installing a physical barrier
such as a fence and signage, to prevent public access to the mine’s pit top areas, leaving the
Lower Escarpment Trail open to the public, as it has effectively been for many years.
The NSW NPWS should also be engaged to formulate a formal public usage agreement between
WCL and NSW NPWS. This would be consistent with the NSW NPWS Plan of Management for
the Illawarra Escarpment State Conservation Area (2018).
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